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ABSTRACT

A system that Supports cryptographic web services is pro
Vided. A program running on program computing equipment
may call a local cryptographic function. A web services inter
face Such as a simple object access protocol interface on the
program computing equipment makes a corresponding
remote cryptographic function call to a web services interface
Such as a simple object access protocol interface at a crypto
graphic web service over a communications network Such as
the internet. At the cryptographic web service, a crypto
graphic engine implements cryptographic operations such as
encryption and decryption operations. After Successful
authentication of the calling program, the cryptographic
engine produces results for the remotely cryptographic func
tion and returns the results to the program over the commu
nications network.
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CRYPTOGRAPHC WEB SERVICE

0001. This application claims the benefit of provisional
patent application No. 60/885,458, filed Jan. 18, 2007, which
is hereby incorporated by reference herein in its entirety.
BACKGROUND OF THE INVENTION

0002 This invention relates to cryptography and more
particularly, to cryptographic web services in which crypto
graphic functions are provided remotely over a network.
0003 Cryptographic services are used in a variety of con
texts, including database management, electronic commerce,
and communications. Typical cryptographic services include
encryption and decryption.
0004. In some situations, it may be desirable to deploy a
cryptographic service remotely. Remotely implemented
cryptographic services may be shared among multiple com
puter programs and users.
0005 With conventional remote programming arrange
ments, custom Software is written on both local and remote

computers. The remote Software in this type of situation is
written to perform a particular set of operations for the local
Software and does not have a generalized application program
interface (API) that would allow the remote software to be
invoked by other local software. When there are numerous
different local computing environments to Support, it can be
difficult or impossible to implement the required local soft
ware efficiently. For example, the local software may not
compile properly on certain platforms. Operating system and
programming language incompatibilities may also cause
problems. Moreover, maintaining a system with appropriate
Software updates can be challenging when Supporting mul
tiple platforms. These issues can significantly limit the
deployment potential for conventional cryptographic Ser
W1CS

0006. It would therefore be desirable to be able to provide
cryptographic services remotely.
SUMMARY OF THE INVENTION

0007. In accordance with the present invention, a crypto
graphic web service is provided that may be remotely
accessed overa communications network Such as the internet.

0008. A program running on program computing equip
ment may make a local cryptographic function call. The pro
gram provides parameters for the local function call. Such as
data that is to be operated on and a cryptographic key. The
parameters are encoded by a simple object access protocol
interface on the program computing equipment.
0009. The simple object access protocol interface at the
program computing equipment makes a remote crypto
graphic function call that corresponds to the locally-called
function. In making the remote function call, the simple
object access protocol interface at the program computing
equipment sends the encoded parameters to a simple object
access protocol interface at the cryptographic web service.
The simple object access protocol interface at the crypto
graphic web service decodes the encoded parameters and
calls the remote cryptographic function using a cryptographic
engine at the cryptographic web service. The cryptographic
engine may be used to implement cryptographic operations
Such as encryption, decryption, signature verification, etc.
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0010. The cryptographic web service may authenticate the
program. If desired, authentication credentials for the pro
gram may be provided as part of the transport protocol that is
used in communicating between the simple object access
protocol interfaces at the program computing equipment and
the cryptographic web service. Other types of authentication
credentials (e.g., a login ID and password) may also be
uploaded to the cryptographic web service. The uploaded
credentials or a set of associated credentials may be used in
requesting a cryptographic key from a key server. External
authentication of the program's authentication credentials
may be performed using an authentication server. Following
authentication, results from running the remote crypto
graphic function can be transmitted from the simple object
access protocol interface at the cryptographic web service to
the simple object access protocol interface at the program
computing equipment over the internet and can be received by
the program.
0011. Further features of the invention, its nature and vari
ous advantages will be more apparent from the accompanying
drawings and the following detailed description of the pre
ferred embodiments.
BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS

0012 FIG. 1 is a diagram of an illustrative system envi
ronment including a cryptographic web service that is used
remotely by a computer program in accordance with the
present invention.
0013 FIG. 2 is a diagram showing illustrative code that
may be included in a program when using a web crypto
graphic service in accordance with the present invention.
0014 FIG. 3 is a diagram showing illustrative code in a
web services description language (WSDL) file in accor
dance with the present invention.
0015 FIG. 4 is a flow chart of illustrative operations
involved in setting up a cryptographic web service in accor
dance with the present invention.
(0016 FIG. 5 is a flow chart of illustrative steps involved in
using a cryptographic web service in accordance with the
present invention.
0017 FIG. 6 shows an illustrative table of authorization
level information that may be used to determine which levels
of cryptographic function operations are authorized for vari
ous calling programs in accordance with the present inven
tion.

(0018 FIG. 7 is a flow chart of illustrative steps involved in
satisfying a remote cryptographic function request when a
program requests execution of the cryptographic function
with a maximum permissible level of functionality in accor
dance with the invention.

(0019 FIG. 8 is a flow chart of illustrative steps involved in
satisfying a remote cryptographic function request when a
program requests execution of the cryptographic function
with a desired level of functionality in accordance with the
invention.
DETAILED DESCRIPTION OF THE PREFERRED
EMBODIMENTS

0020. An illustrative cryptographic system 10 in accor
dance with the present invention is shown in FIG. 1. System
10 includes computing equipment 32 and communications
network 26. The computing equipment 32 may include one or
more personal computers, workstations, computers config
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ured as servers, mainframe computers, portable computers,
etc. Computing equipment 32 may be provided at a single
location or at multiple locations that are linked by a network.
The communications network 26 may include a local area
network, a wide area network Such as the internet, any other
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0021 Systems such as system 10 may be used in process
ing data for one or more organizations. In the example of FIG.
1, a program 38 is implemented on computing equipment 32.
In a typical situation, program 38 is run on computing equip
ment 32 by a user Such as an individual oran organization that
is associated with computing equipment 32. Because pro
gram 38 is implemented on computing equipment 32, com
puting equipment 32 is sometimes referred to as program
computing equipment. Other computing equipment (e.g.,
other personal computers, workstations, computers config
ured as servers, mainframe computers, portable computers,
and networked combinations of Such computing equipment)
may be used to Support the operations of cryptographic web
service 12, key server 28, and authentication service 30.
0022. With one suitable scenario, cryptographic web ser
vice 12, key server 28, and authentication service 30 are each
implemented on a separate hardware platform. This is, how
ever, merely illustrative. Service 12, server 28, and server 30
may be implemented using any suitable number of hardware
platforms. For example, service 12, server 28, and service 30
may be implemented on a single computer or on a cluster of
closely-related computers.
0023. A cryptographic engine 14 may be implemented at
cryptographic web service 12. The nature of the crypto
graphic web engine 14 depends on the type of cryptographic
capabilities that are offered by cryptographic web service 14.
In general, cryptographic engine 14 may be used to Support
any suitable cryptographic functions such as encryption,
decryption, creating and verifying digital signatures, authen
tication operations, etc. With one Suitable arrangement, cryp
tographic engine 14 includes an encryption engine and a
decryption engine. In this type of situation, plaintext can be
encrypted into ciphertext using the encryption engine and
ciphertext can be decrypted into plaintext using the decryp
tion engine.
0024 Cryptographic engine 14 may be based on any Suit
able cryptographic algorithms. Suitable cryptographic algo
rithms for engine 14 include algorithms for Supporting pub
lic-key cryptography such as identity-based encryption (IBE)
and public-key-infrastructure (PKI) cryptography. PKI cryp
tography generally relies on public-private key cryptographic
algorithms and is sometimes referred to as public-private key
cryptography (PKC). If desired, engine 14 may support sym
metric key encryption and decryption functions. In some
situations, web service 12 or other services in system 10 may
interface with additional services. For example, when imple
menting identity-based encryption, cryptographic engine 14
or other software in system 10 may communicate with a
server to obtain IBE public parameter information. The IBE
public parameter information may be used to Support cryp
tographic operations in an IBE-based algorithm Such as an
IBE-based cryptographic engine 14.
0025. The operations performed by cryptographic engine

referred to as remote functions. These functions may also
Sometimes be referred to as remote operations, remote meth
ods, or remote procedures.
0026. Because cryptographic web service 12 is imple
mented remotely, the computing equipment for service 12
may be provided with robust resources (e.g., Substantial
amounts of processing power, memory, library resources,
etc.). These resources may allow cryptographic web service
12 to handle cryptographic operations that would be difficult
to handle with the potentially more limited resources avail
able on local computing platforms such as program comput
ing equipment 32 of FIG. 1.
0027 Program 38 may be any suitable computer program
or process. As one example, program 38 may be electronic
commerce software that encrypts a credit card number before
the credit card number is stored in a database. In this type of
situation, program 38 may access cryptographic web service
12 remotely over the internet or other communications net
work 26 to encrypt and decrypt the credit card numbers. As
another example, program 38 may be a bank Statement gen
eration program that generates encrypted email statements
for the customers associated with a bank. Operations involved
in encrypting and decrypting the bank Statement may be
performed by accessing cryptographic web service 12. If
desired, different instances of program 38 or different pro
grams may use cryptographic engine 14. For example, a bank
statement generation program at a bank may call crypto
graphic engine 14 remotely over network 26 to perform state
ment encryption operations. Later, a customer of the bank
who has received an encrypted Statement may access crypto
graphic engine 14 over network 26 to perform decryption
operations. Alternatively, a bank customer may use a locally
implemented decryption engine (as an example).
0028. When authorized, key server 28 may be used to
provide cryptographic keys to cryptographic web service 12
and other parties. The type of cryptographic key that is pro
vided by key server 28 depends on the type of cryptographic
algorithm being implemented by cryptographic engine 14.
For example, if cryptographic engine 14 is being used to
implement an IBE cryptographic scheme, key server 28 may
be used to provide IBE private keys. If cryptographic engine
14 is being used to implement a PKC algorithm (e.g., the RSA
cryptographic algorithm), key server 28 may be used to pro
vide PKC private keys to cryptographic engine 14. Key server
28 may also provide cryptographic engine 14 with symmetric
keys when a symmetric key cryptographic algorithm is being
used. Key server 28 may be implemented on a stand-alone
server or may be implemented on the same hardware platform
as cryptographic web service 12 (as examples). Key server 28
may store keys (e.g., in a database at key server 28) or may
generate keys in real time (e.g., using an identity-based-en
cryption key generation algorithm).
0029 Authentication service 30 may be used to verify
authentication credentials as part of a key request or other
cryptographic operation. Authentication credentials may be,
as an example, an identifier (ID) and password that are asso
ciated with a particular program 38, biometric credentials,
etc. If desired, authentication credentials may be provided in
the form of an assertion. For example, credentials may be
provided in the form of an assertion that a program obtains

14 are often referred to as functions. Because these functions

from an authentication service such as a Kerberos Server or

are invoked remotely over network 26, the functions per
formed by cryptographic engine 14 may sometimes be

secure assertion markup language (SAML) server. Authenti
cation service 30 may be implemented on a stand-alone server

Suitable network, or a combination of Such networks.
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or may be implemented on the same hardware platform as
cryptographic web service 12 (as examples).
0030 Cryptographic web service 12 may have a key cache
16. Key cache 16 may be used to cache cryptographic keys.
As an example, key cache 16 may be used to cache symmetric
or private keys that have been retrieved from key server 28.
Use of key cache 16 may help to reduce the amount of time
required to service a cryptographic function request, because
operations that would otherwise be needed to request and
obtain a desired key from key server 28 can be avoided.
Performance optimization techniques such as key caching
techniques are optional and need not be used.
0031 Cryptographic web service 12 may also store infor
mation Such as configuration information 20, authentication
information 24, and log information 18.
0032 Log information 18 may include information on
various operations performed by cryptographic web service
12 (i.e., Successful receipt of uploaded data from program 38,
Successful authentication, failed authentication, Successful

encryption, Successful decryption, encryption or decryption
failures, errors that arise during other processing steps, etc.).
0033 Configuration information 20 may include policy
information Such as rules that dictate which key server cryp
tographic engine 14 is to use when obtaining encryption
information Such as IBE public parameters. Configuration
information 20 may also include information that defines
which cryptographic algorithm is used by cryptographic
engine 14 (e.g., AES or triple DES) or which key strength is
to be used (e.g., AES-128 or 256-bit AES). If desired, con
figuration information 20 may include information on which
types of credentials are required from program 38 during
authentication. By maintaining policy information at crypto
graphic web service 12, policy decisions that might otherwise
be made a local program can be offloaded to service 12. These
are merely illustrative examples. Configuration information
20 may include any suitable information for adjusting the
settings of cryptographic engine 14 and cryptographic web
service 12.

0034. Authentication information 24 may be used when
cryptographic web service 12 requests a key from key server
28.

0035. When calling a function, program 38 may provide
cryptographic web service 12 with authentication credentials
by uploading Suitable authentication credentials over com
munications network 26. Some types of authentication cre
dentials (e.g., ID and password) that are part of a function call
can be received from program 38 by service 12 and retrans
mitted to key server 28. Key server 28 can then provide the
authentication credentials to authentication service 30 to

determine whether the key request should be granted.
0036) However, with some methods of authentication,
Such as client certificate authentication performed as part of a
secure sockets layer handshake, authentication credentials
cannot be forwarded. When these authentication methods are

used, web service 12 may have authentication information 24
that specifies how authentication credentials of program 38
that have been verified successfully are to be mapped into
different authentication credentials that are then used with

key server 28. For example, the authentication credentials can
be mapped into an appropriate shared secret that is shared
between service 12 and server 28. Mapping information of
this type is an example of authentication information 24 that
can be maintained at cryptographic web service 12. An
advantage of maintaining mapping authentication informa
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tion at service 12 is that this type of arrangement allows
service 12 to authenticate many programs with different cre
dentials, while using one or relatively few shared secrets or
other mapped authentication credentials between the crypto
graphic web service 12 and the key server 28.
0037 Cryptographic web service 12 and program comput
ing equipment 32 have respective web services interfaces 22
and 34. Web services are services that support interoperable
machine-to-machine interaction over a network (e.g., the
internet). In general, web service interfaces 22 and 34 may
use any suitable web services protocols. The web services
protocols provide a standard interface between program 38
and cryptographic engine 14, regardless of which computer
languages have been used to implement program 38 and
engine 14, and Support function calls made over a network.
Use of a standard interface (sometimes referred to as appli
cation programming interface or API) allows the crypto
graphic web service to be called from a program in any
programming language as a function call.
0038. Depending on the way in which cryptographic web
service 12 is implemented, service 12 may conform to differ
ent sets of web services protocols. With one suitable arrange
ment, which is described hereinas an example, cryptographic
web service 12 and program computing equipment 32 com
municate through interfaces 22 and 34 that use a protocol that
is sometimes referred to as SOAP (simple object access pro
tocol or service-oriented access protocol). At program com
puting equipment 32, SOAP interface 34 is used in making a
function call from program 38 to web service 12 over network
26 and is used in receiving the results of that function call
from service 12 over network 26. At web service 12, SOAP

interface 22 receives function calls from program 38 and,
after obtaining corresponding results from cryptographic
engine 14, provides the results of the function calls to pro
gram38. SOAP interfaces such as interfaces 22 and 34 may be
provided using any suitable arrangement. As an example,
SOAP interfaces 22 and 34 may be provided as part of the
NET framework available from Microsoft Corporation of
Redmond, Wash.

0039. The use of interfaces that are compliant with the
SOAP web services protocol is an example. Any suitable web
services protocol(s) may be used for system 10 that provides
a standard interface between programs that are potentially
written in different languages and that Supports remote pro
cedure calls over the internet or other communications net
works.

0040. The capabilities of the cryptographic web service 12
may be defined using a description file or other suitable tech
nique. For example, one or more files that contain service
descriptions may be electronically published in a registry or
otherwise made available to program 38. With one suitable
arrangement, program 38 is provided with a file 36 that is
written in Web Services Description Language (WSDL) (as
an example). WSDL file 36 contains a description of the
available operations of cryptographic web service 12 and a
suitable binding (i.e., the location of the web service). The
WSDL file 36 may contain the location of web service 12 in
the form of a universal resource locator (URL) (e.g. http://
webservice. Voltage.com/vibesoap) or any other suitable for
mat. An example of a service description for a cryptographic
web service 12 that Supports encryption and decryption is a
description of the functions “EncryptData” and “Decrypt
Data.
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0041) Program 38 typically contains lines of code that
make function calls to cryptographic web service 12. Illus
trative code entries are shown in the program example of FIG.
2

0042. As shown in FIG. 2, program 38 may contain a line
of code 40 that identifies the location of WSDL file 36 (e.g.,
a universal resource locator or URL). The WSDL file 36 may
be obtained from a web services registry (as an example) and
may be stored locally or remotely. In the example of FIG. 2,
WSDL file 36 is a local file that is stored in the file system of
program computing equipment 32. When WSDL file 36 is
stored remotely, code 40 may take the form of a remote http
address. For example, the URL for a remotely located WSDL
file 36 might be “http://service.example.com/service.wsdl’.
0043 Program 38 may use a statement such as statement
42 to create a local interface that allows program 36 to invoke
remote functions offered by cryptographic web service 12
using a local function call.
0044 Illustrative program statements 44 and 46 are
examples of local function calls that may be included in
program 38. In this example, the illustrative function calls are
an encryption function call and a decryption function call.
Illustrative arguments for the encrypt and decrypt functions
are the parameters DATA (i.e., the information to be
encrypted or decrypted) and KEY (i.e., the cryptographic
encryption or decryption key). Depending on the type of
cryptographic function involved, there may be more argu
ments, fewer arguments, or different arguments. Statements
44 and 46 are merely illustrative examples of local function
calls.

0.045. If desired, a program may pass a parameter Such as
an identifier to the cryptographic web service that the cryp
tographic web service uses to obtain a corresponding key
(i.e., a key different from the identifier itself), rather than
passing a key as a parameter. As an example, a program may
pass an identity to the cryptographic web service that is used
to obtain an IBE private key from key server 28. As another
example, an identifier may be used by the cryptographic web
service to retrieve a PKI (public key infrastructure) public key
or a PKI private key from a PKI directory.
0046. An identifier may be passed to the cryptographic
web service as aparameter that the cryptographic web service
uses to identify a set of applicable rules. The set of rules may
include rules on how to determine which cryptographic key to
obtain, which encryption algorithm the cryptographic engine
14 should use, what strength of key should be used in engine
14, what type of information should be stored in log informa
tion 18 during logging operations, etc.
0047. The parameters that are passed to the cryptographic
web service may be analyzed by the cryptographic web ser
vice. The results of this type of analysis may be used in
determining how to perform cryptographic functions with the
cryptographic engine. As an example, payment card industry
regulations may require that credit card numbers be
encrypted with keys of a particular strength and that keys be
refreshed according to a suitable interval (e.g., once per year).
Cryptographic web service 12 may identify when the param
eter DATA contains a credit card number. When a credit card

number is identified, the cryptographic web service 12 may
encrypt the parameter DATA with an encryption algorithm
that is compliant with payment card industry regulations.
Alternatively, a program may passanidentifier as a parameter
that specifically designates that an accompanying parameter
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(e.g., parameter DATA) should be encrypted according to
payment card industry regulations.
0048. An illustrative simplified WSDL file 36 is shown in
FIG. 3. (WSDL specifications are available from the World
WideWeb Consortium.) In general, any suitable web services
description file may be used to describe the functions avail
able through cryptographic web service 12. The use of a
WSDL file is merely an example.
0049. In the simplified example of FIG.3, WSDL file 36
has a statement 48 that defines the protocol and address that
are used in communicating with cryptographic web service
12. The protocol that is defined in this example (https) is
sometimes referred to as http over SSL (secure sockets layer).
This protocol is used for the communications link in commu
nications network 26 between SOAP interface 22 in crypto
graphic web service 12 and SOAP interface 34 in program
computing equipment 32. The address of the web service in
the example of FIG. 3 is “service.example.com/ws.
0050. The illustrative simplified WSDL file 36 of FIG. 3
also has statements 50. Statements 50 provide a definition of
the illustrative cryptographic function “encrypt data.” State
ments such as statements 50 may be provided to define func
tions such as encryption functions, decryption functions,
digital signature functions, digital signature verification func
tions, or any other Suitable cryptographic functions. State
ments 50 may include statements that define input and output
data types, etc.
0051 Illustrative steps involved in setting up system 10
are shown in FIG. 4. At step 52, the entity deploying crypto
graphic web service 12 defines which remote functions will
be offered by cryptographic web service. Examples of suit
able functions that may be offered include IBE encryption,
PKC encryption (traditional public-key encryption), sym
metric key encryption, IBE decryption, PKC decryption,
symmetric key decryption, digital signing services, signature
verification services, etc. Once the functions that are offered

have been defined, a web services description file such as
WSDL file 36 of FIG. 1 may be created.
0.052 At step 54, program computing equipment 32
obtains WSDL file 36. Program computing equipment 32
may obtain the WSDL file from a web services registry on the
internet, may obtain the WSDL file from local storage, or may
obtain access to the WSDL file using any other suitable
arrangement.

0053 At step 56, local functions calls are generated that
can be called from within program 38. These local function
calls correspond to the remote functions that are offered by
cryptographic web service 12 and are generated based on
WSDL file 36. Local function calls can be generated at step 60
by running tools (e.g., WSDL2JAVA) or can be generated at
step 58 by providing code in program 38 itself (e.g., using
code such as the code of FIG. 3).
0054 Following the setup operations of FIG.4, system 10
may be used to provide programs such as program 38 with
cryptographic web services. Illustrative steps involved in pro
viding programs such as program 38 with cryptographic web
services are shown in FIG. 5. Not all of the steps of FIG. 5
need be implemented at any given time. For example, in some
systems 10, only some of the operations of FIG. 5 will be
performed. Although not all of the steps of FIG. 5 are neces
sarily performed in a given system arrangement, all of the
steps of FIG. 5 are described herein for completeness.
0055. At step 62, program 38 calls a local cryptographic
function (e.g., a local cryptographic function is called from
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program 38), providing Suitable parameters such as the argu
ments of the called function (e.g., Suitable parameters are
provided from program 38). The cryptographic function can
be any suitable function, Such as an IBE cryptographic func
tion, a PKC cryptographic function Such as an RSA function,
a symmetric key cryptographic function, combinations of
Such functions, etc. Cryptographic functions can be imple
mented using cryptographic engine 14 (FIG. 1).
0056. At step 68, program computing equipment SOAP
interface 34 encodes the parameters that are being used in the
local function call. The encoded parameters are transmitted
by interface 34 to interface 22 over communications network
26 in accordance with the address of web service 12 and the

function definition that are supplied in WSDL file 36.
0057. In environments in which the transport protocol for
the link between program computing equipment 32 and cryp
tographic web service 12 includes an authentication protocol,
web service SOAP interface 22 can verify the authentication
credentials that are associated with the authentication proto
col at step 64.
0058 An example of a transport protocol that includes an
authentication protocol is the SSL protocol. Because authen
tication credentials are provided to cryptographic web service
12 by program computing equipment 32 as part of establish
ingan SSL link between equipment 32 and service 12, service
12 may check these authentication credentials at step 64 to
Verify whether program computing equipment 32 and pro
gram 38 are authorized to access the web service 12 and its
associated called functions.

0059. If it is determined at step 64 that program computing
equipment 32 and program 38 are not authorized to access the
web service, appropriate error handling actions can be taken
at step 66. Examples of suitable error handling actions that
can be taken include making an error entry in a log, notifying
personnel associated with service 12 and/or program comput
ing equipment 32 of the error, attempting to correct the error
condition, etc.

0060. If it is determined at step 64 that program computing
equipment 32 and program 38 are authorized to access the
web service, processing continues at step 70. In Scenarios in
which authentication is not part of the transport protocol, step
64 is bypassed and processing proceeds directly from step 68
to step 70.
0061. At step 70, simple object access protocol interface
22 receives the encoded parameters that were transmitted at
step 68 and decodes them. The simple object access protocol
interface 22 then calls the remote function that corresponds to
the local function called at step 62 using the decoded param
eters as arguments.

0062. At step 72, web service 12 uses configuration infor
mation 20 and the program's authentication credentials to
determine whether external authentication is required before
web service 12 obtains a key as part of providing the called
function to the program 38. External authentication can be
performed using, for example, a LDAP (Lightweight Direc
tory Access Protocol) server or a RADIUS server. Policy
information in configuration information 20 may dictate that
certain types of function calls require external authentication.
For example, external authentication may be required for
decryption operations, but not encryption operations. As
another example, external authentication may be required for
certain types of calling programs 38 or when particular types
of programs call particular types of functions.
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0063. If it is determined at step 72 that external authenti
cation is required, the web service 12 passes authentication
credentials that have been received as part of the function call
to an external authentication service 30 and receives a

response. If authentication at step 74 fails, this error can be
handled at step 76 (e.g., by notification, attempts at error
correction, etc.). If authentication at step 74. Succeeds, or if
external authentication was not required, at step 78 web ser
Vice 12 determines whether an appropriate key has already
been cached in cache 16, whether an appropriate key can be
generated locally, or whether an appropriate key has been
passed to web service 12 by program 38. A key may already
have been cached in cache 16 following an earlier key request.
Keys can also sometimes be generated locally (e.g., using key
generation algorithms). For example, it is generally not nec
essary to retrieve an IBE public key from a key server for
Supporting IBE encryption operations. Rather, IBE encryp
tion operations can be performed using identity-based infor
mation (as an example) and IBE parameters (which may be
locally available). Keys may also be passed as an argument to
the called function. In these situations, it is not necessary to
obtain a key from key server 28.
0064. If it is determined at step 78 that an appropriate key
has not already been cached, cannot be generated locally, and
has not been passed to service 12 by program 38, web service
12 obtains an appropriate key from key server 28 at step 80. In
obtaining the key from key server 28, web server 12 uses the
authentication credentials that were received as part of the
function call. The key that is obtained can be cached in cache
16 for future use, if desired. If web service 12 is unable to

obtain the key, web service 12 can take appropriate error
handling actions at Step 82.
0065. After obtaining a cryptographic key from key server
28 at step 80 or after obtaining an appropriate cryptographic
key at Step 78 (e.g., from cache 16, by generating an appro
priate key locally, or by receiving an appropriate key as part of
the function call), the web service uses cryptographic engine
14 at step 84 to perform the cryptographic functions associ
ated with the called function (e.g., encryption or decryption).
In performing the cryptographic function, web service 12
uses the parameters that SOAP interface 34 passed from
program 38 to SOAP interface 22 and uses the cryptographic
key that has been obtained.
0066. During step 84, cryptographic web service 12 may
analyze parameters that have been passed to cryptographic
web service (e.g., parameters such as parameter DATA). The
results of the analysis may be used in determining how to
perform cryptographic functions with cryptographic engine
14. As an example, payment card industry regulations may
require that credit card numbers be encrypted with keys of a
particular strength and that keys be refreshed according to a
Suitable interval (e.g., once per year). Cryptographic web
service 12 may identify situations in which a parameter that
has been passed (e.g., parameter DATA) contains a credit card
number. When a credit card number is recognized in param
eter DATA by the cryptographic web service 12, the crypto
graphic web service 12 may request and obtain a key of an
appropriate strength from key server 28 and may encrypt
parameter DATA with an encryption algorithm that is com
pliant with payment card industry regulations (e.g., using a
key of an appropriate strength and other Suitable settings).
Alternatively, program 38 may use interface 34 to pass an
identifier as a parameter that specifically designates that an
accompanying parameter (e.g., parameter DATA) should be
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encrypted according to payment card industry regulations. In
this situation, cryptographic web service 12 will also use an
encryption algorithm that is compliant with payment card
industry regulations in encrypting DATA.
0067. At step 86, cryptographic web service 12 verifies
whether the calling program 38 is authorized to perform the
specific cryptographic operation that is associated with the
called function. The determination of step 86 may be made
based on the authentication credentials of the program and
stored configuration information 20. As an example, an iden
tifier in the authentication credentials may indicate that pro
gram 38 is a bank Statement generation program. Policy infor
mation in configuration information 20 may include a rule
that allows all bank Statement generation programs to freely
use the encryption operations of encryption engine 14. In this
situation, the program 38 will be authorized to proceed. If
desired, the operations of step 86 may be performed before
the operations of step 84.
0068. Selective authorization techniques such as these
may be particularly advantageous in symmetric key systems.
In symmetric key systems, encryption keys and decryption
keys are the same. It may therefore be desirable to provide
certain programs only with the ability to perform decryption
operations or only with the ability to perform encryption
operations. By comparing each program's authentication cre
dentials or other such information to policies maintained in
configuration information 20, web service 12 can be config
ured so that only programs using certain authentication cre
dentials will be allowed to encrypt data or will be allowed to
decrypt data. As an example, the configuration information
20 might contain a list of programs or types of program and
corresponding rights for using different cryptographic func
tions (e.g., programtype1: allow encrypt.decrypt; program
type2: allow encrypt, etc.).
0069. If the program is not authorized to perform the
operations associated with the called function, the web ser
vice 12 can take suitable error handling actions at step 88.
0070 If the program is authorized to perform the opera
tions associated with the called function, the results of the

operations performed at step 84 may be provided to program
38. Results may be returned to program 38 by using simple
object access protocol interface 22 to send the results to
simple object access protocol interface 34 over communica

tions network 26.

0071. If desired, the amount of cryptographic functional
ity that is granted to a requesting program can depend on the
authorization level of that program. For example, a requesting
program may be granted as much cryptographic functionality
as is possible, given the authorization level of the program.
Alternatively, a requesting program may provide service 12
with information on a desired level of functionality for cryp
tographic engine 14. After service 12 determines what level of
authorization is associated with the requesting program, Ser
Vice 12 can provide the requesting program with an appro
priate level of remote cryptographic functionality.
0072 Information on the authorization levels of various
programs can be maintained at cryptographic web service 12.
For example, configuration information 20 may include
information on the levels of cryptographic functionality that
are permissible for different programs. This information may
be stored in any suitable format. As an example, information
on the identity of various programs and the types of services
that these programs are allowed to access may be stored in
one or more tables in configuration information 20.
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0073. An illustrative table that may be used to specify
which levels of cryptographic functionality are allowed for
various different programs is shown in FIG. 6. In the example
of FIG. 6, the table of authorization level information
includes a first column in which the name or other identifier of

various calling programs is listed. The table also includes a
second column of entries that specify the highest permissible
level of cryptographic functionality for each of one or more
cryptographic functions. For example, cryptographic engine
14 of FIG.1 may be used to implement a remote encryption
function (ENCRYPT) and a remote decryption function (DE
CRYPT). The entries of the second column of the FIG. 6table
may specify whether or not each program is able to use these
functions. In the FIG. 6 example, program1 is authorized to
use ENCRYPT, but program2 and program3 are not autho
rized to use ENCRYPT. Access to partial levels of crypto
graphic functionality may be allowed. For example, pro
gram2 may be only allowed to access part of the functionality
of the DECRYPT function (e.g., sufficient functionality to
decrypt the first half of a string but not a second half or
Sufficient functionality to decrypt a name but not a serial
number, etc.). Program1 and program3, on the other hand,
may be permitted to use all of the DECRYPT functionality
that is provided by cryptographic engine 14 (as an example).
(0074 The example of FIG. 6 is merely illustrative. Any
Suitable database structures may be used to maintain infor
mation on the levels of authorization for different calling
programs if desired. Moreover, access to cryptographic func
tionality may be provided with any suitable level of granular
ity. For example, with one scheme each program may be
permitted to have either (1) no rights; (2) partial rights; or (3)
full rights. Program rights may also be divided using a four
level system, a five-level system, or multilevel system with
more than five different functionality levels.
0075. In environments in which cryptographic web ser
vice 12 provides different levels of access to different pro
grams, service 12 can automatically grant each program the
maximum level of functionality for the remote cryptographic
function to which each requesting program is entitled. Alter
natively, calling programs can specify the amount of crypto
graphic functionality that is desired when requesting that the
web service perform a particular remote cryptographic func
tion. If the calling program is authorized, the web service can
perform the desired cryptographic operation by running cryp
tographic engine 14 with the appropriate level of functional
ity.
0076 Illustrative steps involved in using service 12 to
perform a cryptographic function in an environment in which
different calling programs are provided with different levels
of cryptographic engine functionality depending on their
authorization level and in which each authorized function is

granted its maximum permissible level of functionality are
shown in FIG. 7.

0077. At step 92, program 38 calls a cryptographic func
tion. As described in connection with FIG. 5, program 38 may
call a local cryptographic function on equipment 32. SOAP
interface 38 may transmit the request for the cryptographic
function to service 12, which processes the request using
SOAP interface 22 so that a corresponding remote crypto
graphic function may be run at web service 12.
0078. As illustrated by step 94, service 12 may check the
authentication credentials of the calling program. Authenti
cation may be performed as part of a transport protocol, using
an external authentication scheme, by checking the calling
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program's credentials against authentication information 24.
or using any other Suitable approach. If the calling program is
not successfully authenticated, appropriate error handling
actions can be taken at step 96 (e.g., by making an error entry
inalog, notifying personnel associated with service 12 and/or
program computing equipment 32 of the error, attempting to
correct the error condition, etc.).
0079 If it is determined at step 94that program computing
equipment 32 and program 38 are authorized to access the
web service, service 12 may, at step 98, determine the maxi
mum permissible amount of functionality for the called cryp
tographic function that is associated with program 38. For
example, if program 38 is “program2 in the example of FIG.
6, program 38 would have no allowed ENCRYPT capabilities
and would have partial DECRYPT capabilities. If program 38
is “program 1 of FIG. 6, program 38 would have permission
to direct service 12 to use the full ENCRYPT functionality
and the full DECRYPT functionality of cryptographic engine
14. If program 38 is “program3 in the FIG. 6 example,
program 38 would be authorized to use all of the DECRYPT
functionality of engine 14 and none of its ENCRYPT func
tionality.
0080. The determination of step 98 may, for example, be
performed by using the identity of the calling program to
perform a table look-up operation on a table of authorization
level information in configuration information 20 (e.g., using
a table of the type shown in FIG. 6). The operations of step 94
that are associated with checking the authentication creden
tials of the calling program and the operations of step 98 that
are associated with determining the maximum allowed level
of functionality for the cryptographic operation that a given
calling program is requesting maybe performed during the
same step or during two or more different steps.
0081. After determining what level of remote crypto
graphic functionality to provide for the calling program, web
service 12 may, at step 100, perform the requested operation
using cryptographic engine 14. The results of the requested
operation may be returned to the calling program using SOAP
interface 22, communications network 26, and SOAP inter
face 34.

I0082 FIG. 8 is a flow chart of illustrative steps involved in
satisfying a cryptographic function request when a program
requests execution of a remote cryptographic function with a
desired level of functionality in accordance with the inven
tion.

0083. At step 102, program 38 may call a cryptographic
function Such as an encryption or decryption function. As
described in connection with FIG. 5, program 38 may call a
local cryptographic function on equipment 32. SOAP inter
face 38 may transmit the request for the cryptographic func
tion to service 12, which may process the request using SOAP
interface 22. The request for the cryptographic function (or
related transmissions) may include information specifying a
desired level of cryptographic function functionality. For
example, the request may ask service 12 to perform a full
DECRYPT operation or may ask service 12 to perform a
partial DECRYPT operation (as examples).
0084 As illustrated by step 104, service 12 may check the
authentication credentials of the calling program. Authenti
cation may be performed as part of a transport protocol, using
an external authentication scheme, by checking the calling
program's credentials against authentication information 24.
or using any other Suitable approach. If the calling program is
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not successfully authenticated, appropriate error handling
actions can be taken at step 106.
I0085. As part of the authorization operations of step 104 or
during other Suitable operations, cryptographic web service
12 may determine whether the calling program is authorized
to have the called remote cryptographic function performed
with the desired level of functionality. In making this deter
mination, cryptographic web service 12 may consult configu
ration information 20 (e.g., authorization level information in
the form of a table of the type shown in FIG. 6, etc.). For
example, if the calling program has requested that a full
DECRYPT function be performed, cryptographic web ser
Vice 12 may determine whether the calling program is autho
rized to perform DECRYPT functions at the “full level or is
only authorized to perform DECRYPT functions at a “par
tial level. If the calling program is authorized to have the
requested function performed at the desired level of function
ality, cryptographic engine 14 may be used to perform the
function with that level of functionality. The results from this
cryptographic operation may be returned to the calling pro
gram using SOAP interface 22, communications network 26,
and SOAP interface 34 (step 108).
I0086. The foregoing is merely illustrative of the principles
of this invention and various modifications can be made by
those skilled in the art without departing from the scope and
spirit of the invention.
What is claimed is:

1. A method in which a program uses a cryptographic web
service remotely over a communications network, compris
ing:
at program computing equipment on which the program is
implemented, calling a local cryptographic function
from the program; and
in response to calling the local cryptographic function,
calling a remote cryptographic function at the crypto
graphic web service that corresponds to the called local
cryptographic function by sending information from a
web services interface at the program computing equip
ment to a web services interface at the cryptographic
web service over the communications network;

at the cryptographic web service, requesting a key from a
key server over the communications network;
at the cryptographic web service, receiving the requested
key from the key server over the communications net
work; and

at the cryptographic web service, producing results for the
called remote cryptographic function using a crypto
graphic engine, wherein the results are produced by the
cryptographic engine using the key from the key server.
2. The method defined in claim 1 further comprising:
providing parameters for the local cryptographic function
from the program.
3. The method defined in claim 1 wherein the web services

interface at the program computing equipment comprises a
simple object access protocol interface, the method further
comprising:
providing parameters for the local cryptographic function
from the program; and
encoding the parameters with the simple object access
protocol interface on the program computing equip
ment.

4. The method defined in claim 1 wherein the web services

interface at the program computing equipment comprises a
simple object access protocol interface and wherein the web
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services interface at the cryptographic web service comprises
a simple object access protocol interface, the method further
comprising:
providing parameters for the local cryptographic function
from the program;
encoding the parameters with the simple object access
protocol interface on the program computing equip
ment;

receiving the encoded parameters with the simple object
access protocol interface at the cryptographic web ser
vice; and

decoding the encoded parameters with the simple object
access protocol interface at the cryptographic web ser
vice.
5. The method defined in claim 1 wherein the web services

interface at the program computing equipment comprises a
simple object access protocol interface and wherein the web
services interface at the cryptographic web service comprises
a simple object access protocol interface, the method further
comprising:
providing parameters for the local cryptographic function
from the program;
encoding the parameters with the simple object access
protocol interface on the program computing equip
ment;

receiving the encoded parameters with the simple object
access protocol interface at the cryptographic web ser
vice;

decoding the encoded parameters with the simple object
access protocol interface at the cryptographic web ser
vice; and

at the cryptographic web service calling the remote cryp
tographic function with the decoded parameters.
6. The method defined in claim 1 wherein the web services

interface at the program computing equipment comprises a
simple object access protocol interface and wherein the web
services interface at the cryptographic web service comprises
a simple object access protocol interface, the method further
comprising:
providing parameters for the local cryptographic function
from the program;
encoding the parameters with the simple object access
protocol interface on the program computing equip
ment;

receiving the encoded parameters with the simple object
access protocol interface at the cryptographic web ser
vice;

decoding the encoded parameters with the simple object
access protocol interface at the cryptographic web ser
vice;

at the cryptographic web service calling the remote cryp
tographic function with the decoded parameters; and
in response to calling the remote cryptographic function
with the decoded parameters at the cryptographic web
service, performing cryptographic operations with a
cryptographic engine at the cryptographic web service
using the decoded parameters.
7. The method defined in claim 1 wherein the web services

interface at the program computing equipment comprises a
simple object access protocol interface and wherein the web
services interface at the cryptographic web service comprises
a simple object access protocol interface, the method further
comprising:
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providing parameters for the local cryptographic function
from the program;
encoding the parameters with the simple object access
protocol interface on the program computing equip
ment;

transmitting the encoded parameters to the simple object
access protocol interface at the cryptographic web ser
vice from the simple object access protocol interface at
the program computing equipment over the communi
cations network in accordance with an address of the

cryptographic web service and a function definition for
the remote cryptographic function that are Supplied in a
web services description language file;
receiving the encoded parameters with the simple object
access protocol interface at the cryptographic web ser
V1ce;

decoding the encoded parameters with the simple object
access protocol interface at the cryptographic web ser
vice;

at the cryptographic web service calling the remote cryp
tographic function with the decoded parameters; and
in response to calling the remote cryptographic function
with the decoded parameters at the cryptographic web
service, performing cryptographic operations with a
cryptographic engine at the cryptographic web service
using the decoded parameters, wherein the decoded
parameters include input data for the cryptographic
engine and a cryptographic key.
8. The method defined in claim 1 further comprising:
from authorization level information at the cryptographic
web service, determining, for the program, a maximum
allowed level of cryptographic functionality to be per
formed by the remote cryptographic function; and
at the cryptographic web service, performing the called
remote cryptographic function from the determined
maximum allowed level of cryptographic functionality.
9. The method defined in claim 1 further comprising:
from the program, requesting a desired level of crypto
graphic functionality to be performed by the remote
cryptographic function; and
from authorization level information at the cryptographic
web service, determining whether the program is autho
rized to have the cryptographic web service perform the
remote cryptographic function with the desired level of
cryptographic functionality; and
if it is determined from the authorization level information

at the cryptographic web service that the program is
authorized to have the cryptographic web service per
form the remote cryptographic function with the desired
level of cryptographic functionality, performing the
remote cryptographic function with the desired level of
cryptographic functionality.
10. A method in which a program uses a cryptographic web
service remotely over a communications network, compris
1ng:

at program computing equipment on which the program is
implemented, calling a local cryptographic function
from the program; and
calling a remote cryptographic function at the crypto
graphic web service by calling a local cryptographic
function at the program computing equipment, wherein
calling the remote cryptographic function comprises
providing parameters for the local cryptographic func
tion from the program including at least one identifier,
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encoding the parameters with a web services interface at
the program computing equipment, receiving the
encoded parameters with a web services interface at the
cryptographic web service, decoding the encoded
parameters with the web services interface at the cryp
tographic web service;
at the cryptographic web service, requesting a key from a
key server over the communications network using the
identifier;

at the cryptographic web service, receiving the requested
key from the key server over the communications net
work; and

at the cryptographic web service, producing results for the
called remote cryptographic function using a crypto
graphic engine, wherein the results are produced by the
cryptographic engine using the key from the key server.
11. The method defined in claim 10 wherein the web ser

vices interface at the program computing equipment com
prises a simple object access protocol interface, wherein the
web services interface at the cryptographic web service com
prises a simple object access protocol interface, and wherein
the remote cryptographic function comprises a decryption
function, the method further comprising:
at the cryptographic web service, decrypting one of the
parameters from the program computing equipment
using the decryption function and the key; and
conveying results from the decryption function to the pro
gram over the communications network using the
simple object access protocol interfaces at the crypto
graphic web service and the program computing equip
ment.

12. The method defined in claim 10 wherein the web ser

vices interface at the program computing equipment com
prises a simple object access protocol interface, wherein the
web services interface at the cryptographic web service com
prises a simple object access protocol interface, and wherein
the remote cryptographic function comprises an identity
based-encryption decryption function, the method further
comprising:
at the cryptographic web service, decrypting one of the
parameters from the program computing equipment
using the identity-based-encryption decryption function
and the key; and
conveying results from the identity-based-encryption
decryption function to the program over the communi
cations network using the simple object access protocol
interfaces at the cryptographic web service and the pro
gram computing equipment.
13. The method defined in claim 10 wherein the web ser

vices interface at the program computing equipment com
prises a simple object access protocol interface, wherein the
web services interface at the cryptographic web service com
prises a simple object access protocol interface, and wherein
the remote cryptographic function comprises a public-key
cryptography decryption function, the method further com
prising:
at the cryptographic web service, decrypting one of the
parameters from the program computing equipment
using the public-key-cryptography decryption function
and the key; and
conveying results from the public-key-cryptography
decryption function to the program over the communi
cations network using the simple object access protocol
interfaces at the cryptographic web service and the pro
gram computing equipment.
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14. The method defined in claim 10 wherein the web ser

vices interface at the program computing equipment com
prises a simple object access protocol interface, wherein the
web services interface at the cryptographic web service com
prises a simple object access protocol interface, and wherein
the remote cryptographic function comprises a symmetric
key cryptographic decryption function, the method further
comprising:
at the cryptographic web service, decrypting one of the
parameters from the program computing equipment
using the symmetric-key cryptographic decryption
function and the key; and
conveying results from the symmetric-key cryptographic
decryption function to the program over the communi
cations network using the simple object access protocol
interfaces at the cryptographic web service and the pro
gram computing equipment.
15. The method defined in claim 10 wherein the web ser

vices interface at the program computing equipment com
prises a simple object access protocol interface and wherein
the web services interface at the cryptographic web service
comprises a simple object access protocol interface, the
method further comprising:
communicating over the communications network
between the simple object access protocol interface at
the program computing equipment and the simple object
access protocol interface at the cryptographic web ser
vice using a transport protocol in which authentication
credentials are included; and
checking the authentication credentials with the simple
object access protocol interface at the cryptographic
web service.

16. The method defined in claim 10 further comprising:
at the cryptographic web service, determining whether
authentication external to the cryptographic web service
is required for the program based on configuration infor
mation stored at the cryptographic web service.
17. The method defined in claim 10 further comprising:
at the cryptographic web service, determining whether the
key has been cached before requesting the key.
18. A method in which a program uses a cryptographic web
service remotely over a communications network, compris
ing:
calling a remote cryptographic function at the crypto
graphic web service by calling a local cryptographic
function at the program computing equipment, wherein
calling the remote cryptographic function comprises
providing parameters for the local cryptographic func
tion from the program including at least one data param
eter, encoding the parameters with a web services inter
face at the program computing equipment, receiving the
encoded parameters with a web services interface at the
cryptographic web service, decoding the encoded
parameters with the web services interface at the cryp
tographic web service;
at the cryptographic web service, analyzing the data
parameter to produce analysis results; and
at the cryptographic web service, producing function
results for the called remote cryptographic function
based at least partly on the analysis results.
19. The method defined in claim 18 wherein producing the
function results comprises using the analysis results at the
cryptographic web service in determining how to perform
cryptographic functions with a cryptographic engine.
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20. The method defined in claim 18 wherein the producing
the function results comprises selecting which encryption
algorithm to use at the cryptographic web service based on
whether the analysis results indicate that the data parameter
included a credit card number.

21. The method defined in claim 18 further comprising:

requesting a key from a key server over the communica

tions network from the cryptographic web service; and
at the cryptographic web service, receiving the requested
key from the key server over the communications network, wherein producing the function results comprises
performing a cryptographic function using the requested
key.

22. The method defined in claim 18 further comprising:
requesting a key from a key server over the communica
tions network from the cryptographic web service; and
at the cryptographic web service, receiving the requested
key from the key server over the communications net

work,
wherein
producing thefunction
functionusing
results
performing
a cryptographic
thecomprises
requested

key and wherein the producing the function results com

prises selecting which encryption algorithm to use at the
cryptographic web service based on whether the analy
sis results indicate that the data parameter included a
credit card number.
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